
Lecture 11-2
Artificial Intelligence



Ethics of AI

• disempower ?

 user modeling; data mining; fostering addictive behaviors; developmental 
effects on children

• disempower ? 

 facilitate disinformation (deep fakes; bots masquerading as people; filter 
bubbles); enable qualitatively new military or security tactics

• take in a way that obscures responsibility

 autonomous weapons; self-driving cars; loan approval systems

• disproportionately affect 

 automated decision making tools trained in ways that may encode 
existing biases



Social Impact

• How will AI technologies ?

• Will there be a against AI? 

– If so, what will be considered AI?

• This will grow up taking 
for granted many technologies that strike us as magical

• How will change in the presence of always-
available social agents?

• As we are increasingly , what are our inherent 
cognitive/emotional/motivational limitations, beyond which 
augmentation won’t help?



Ethical consideration of advances in AI 

• Is it wrong to create machines capable of making 
human labor obsolete? Will humans become 
demoralized by the presence of vastly more 
intelligent robots?

• How can we ensure that intelligent robots will not 
be put to an evil purpose by a malevolent human? 
How can we ensure they do not adopt malevolent 
purposes themselves?

• Is it morally acceptable to create “personal” (self-
conscious) AI?



BIAS AND FAIRNESS



Human bias

Bias in people refers to our tendency to take quick decisions based on little 
information



Why worry about bias in algorithms

Decisions made by a ML algorithm are:

• Cheap

• Scalable

• Automated

• Self-reinforcing

• Seemingly objective

• Often lacking appeals processes

• Not just predicting but also causing the future 



Sources of bias in ML algorithms



Representation bias



Measurement bias



Historical bias



Fairness in algorithms

• Increasing attention on algorithms being fair, not just accurate

• Fairness can be measured as:

– demographic (or statistical) parity: population percentage should be 
reflected in the output classes

– Equality of false negatives or equalized odds: constant false-negative (or 
both false-negative and true-negative) rates across groups.

– Equal opportunity: equal True Positive Rate for all groups

– Other metrics...

• Accuracy and fairness tend to be at odds with each other.

• Algorithms can be audited to test their fairness.

• Are we ethically required to sacrifice accuracy for fairness? To what extent?



Algorithms to promote engagement

• Social media platforms use algorithms to increase user engagement

• Proposed content is designed to keep user on the website longer
– content can become more extreme as the user follows suggestions

– Sometimes with very disturbing results: https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-
way/2017/11/27/566769570/youtube-faces-increased-criticism-that-its-unsafe-for-kids

• Promote content the user will agree/engage with, creating echo chambers
– Some theorize that this pushes people towards more extreme opinions

– https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2023301118

– Do you agree that this is a problem? If so, should social media be required to 
change their recommendation algorithms to avoid these issues?

https://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2017/11/27/566769570/youtube-faces-increased-criticism-that-its-unsafe-for-kids
https://www.pnas.org/doi/10.1073/pnas.2023301118


When the metric becomes the target (Goodhart’s Law)

"When a measure becomes a target it ceases to be a good measure"

• Metrics introduced in the British public healthcare system (e.g. waiting time in ER) 
caused people to game it:
– Cancelled scheduled operations to draft extra staff to ER

– Required patients to wait outside the ER, e.g. in ambulances

– Put stretchers in hallways and classified them as "beds"

– Hospital and patients reported different wait times

• Big Data is significantly changing college applications
– Universities are given higher ranking for things such as receiving more applications, being more 

selective, and having more students accept their offers (while tuition is not considered)

– This even pushed some mid-tier universities to reduce the number of offer letter sent out, especially 
to good students who they think will not accept. Can affect applications to “safety schools”

• Is this always undesirable? 

• Can you think of ways to avoid this trap?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229615633_What's_Measured_Is_What_Matters_Targets_and_Gaming_in_the_English_Public_Health_Care_System


Ethics of pricing algorithms

• Algorithms are currently used to adjust prices based on:

– Willingness of buyer

– Availability

• Uber surge pricing:

– In 2014, terrorists attacked a café in Sidney, holding 10 customers and 8 employees 
hostage for 16 hours

– During this time, people from the surrounding areas were evacuated. Transportation 
was disrupted.

– Uber prices adapted by increasing the rate to a minimum of 100$ 

– In general, underserved (poorer) areas get worse rates under current pricing policy

• Is Uber morally obliged to avoid such pricing disparities?


